SUSPECTS LOGIC PUZZLE
WHO BUSTED SimMan?
Six recent healthcare graduates were sharing stories about their experiences in simulations, and how nervous they were before
their first simulation. One graduate admitted how badly their first simulation went—they accidentally broke the school’s brand
new SimMan 3G!
So, the 3 men (Anthony, Greg, and Carlos) joined the 3 women (Eve, Patsy and Shannon) for some karaoke as they shared
their stories—and each picked a song that reflected how they felt during that first simulation. Can you identify where each
graduate is sitting at their table (they are all sitting on the same side, facing the karaoke stage), their profession, and the name
of the song they selected?
From this, can you deduce who must have broken SimMan? Look out for clues all around the Expo… Visit each exhibitor
and ask if they have a clue…
When you think you’ve figured it out, complete a ballot at the Expo registration desk!
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Here are some clues to get you started…
• The person who broke SimMan is a huge fan
of the Beatles.
• Eve and the one who sang I Want To Be Sedated
are the nurse and the person sitting next to the
one who sang Calling Doctor Love, in some order.
• The six graduates are Anthony, the graduate who
sang Calling Doctor Love, the physiotherapist,
the physician, the person in seat 6, and
the person sitting three seats away from Eve.
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1. The man who sang Dr. Feelgood is not the chiropractor.
2. Shannon did not sing Cuts Like a Knife.
3. Carlos is not in seat 1.
4. Patsy is not the chiropractor.
5. The chiropractor sat to the immediate right of the man who sang I Want To Be
Sedated.
6. Carlos sat three people away from the physician.
7. The respiratory therapist sang I Want To Be Sedated.
8. The person who sang Take My Breath Away and the chiropractor are the person who
sat in position 4 and the physician, in some order.
9. The one who sang Twist and Shout sat beside Greg.
10. The paramedic is in seat 5.
11. Patsy, who did not sit in seat 1, is not the paramedic.
12. The nurse is female.
13. Shannon is the physician.
14. Anthony is in seat 5.
15. Patsy is in seat 2.
16. Eve is not in seat 1 or 2.
17. Greg is the respiratory therapist.
18. The nurse didn’t sing Calling Dr. Love.
19. Carlos is not the physiotherapist.
20. Eve is not the chiropractor.
21. Eve is not in seat 3.
22. The nurse is not in seat 4.
23. The physiotherapist didn’t sing Cuts Like a Knife.
24. The person who sang Twist and Shout isn’t in seat 4.

